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Price

Price with
postage in
Australia

A Blavatsky Quotation Book
5.00
This little volume offers inspiration for deeper study and meditation
on the mysteries of life, with uplifting quotations from Mme
Blavatsky’s writings for every day of the year; pp. 180, 10.5 x 13.5 cm

8.00

An Introduction to Yoga by Annie Besant
5.00
This book explores the nature of Yoga, both as a science and in
practice. It also contains one of the clearest expositions of the states
of consciousness you will find in print; pp. 159, 13 x 16 cm

8.00

At the Feet of the Master by Alcyone (J. Krishnamurti)
Originally published in 1910, this is one of the theosophical classics
invaluable to aspirants on the spiritual path which presents the
essential qualifications for inner transformation; pp. 87, 7 x 10.5 cm

4.00

6.00

Buddhist Catechism by Henry S. Olcott
5.00
Used widely throughout the Buddhist world, and written in a question
and answer format, this little gem includes an outline of fourteen
foundational Buddhist tenets; pp.116, 12 x 18 cm

8.00

Buddhist Meditation by Samdhong Rinpoche
5.00
Written by a distinguished Tibetan scholar and close associate of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama, this book dwells on the purpose, meaning
and preparations for meditation; objects and methods of concentration
as well as on one-pointedness, wisdom and insight; pp. 172, 12.5 x 18
cm

8.00

H.P. Blavatsky and the SPR– An Examination of the Hodgson Report
10.00
by Vernon Harrison
A specialist in forgery examines the claims of the 1885 Hodgson Report
in relation to Mme Blavatsky and the phenomena produced by her;
pp. 78, 16 x 23.5 cm

18.00

Entering on the Sacred Way by Joy Mills
5.00
This is a psychological commentary to Light on the Path, a theosophical
classic dealing with essential principles of spiritual unfoldment leading
to enlightenment; pp. 201, 12.5 x 18 cm

13.00

Human Regeneration by Radha Burnier

8.00

16.00

Reminiscences of Col. H. S. Olcott by various writers
6.00
A compilation of articles about the President-Founder of the
Theosophical Society, who worked in such different fields as
agricultural science, law, religion, social welfare, education, healing
and research; pp. 178, 12 x 18 cm

14.00

The Bhagavad Gītā translated by Annie Besant
5.00
One of the central classics of the Indian tradition, this text provides
guidance for those willing to tread the path that leads to union with
the Divine, the Ground of Being. ‘Yoga is skill in action’; pp. 234, 11
x 14 cm

13.00

The Extraordinary Life and Influence of
20.00
Helena Blavatsky by Sylvia Cranston
A comprehensively researched biography of one of the Founders of the
modern Theosophical Movement and her unique life of altruistic
service and feisty verve; pp. 660, 15 x 23.5 cm

33.00

An exploration of the essential work of the Theosophical Society, its
Objects and its potentially transformative character;
pp.150, 13.5 X 21 cm

The Flower of Yoga by Ianthe Hoskins
5.00
Introductory notes for the study of the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali by a
lifetime student of Yoga and the Upanishads; pp. 61, 14 x 21.5 cm

8.00

The Voice of the Silence by H. P. Blavatsky
5.00
When he came across The Voice of the Silence in 1910 D.T. Suzuki
remarked: ‘Here is the real Mahāyāna Buddhism’ and so it is; pp. 167,
10 x 13.5 cm

8.00

Thoughts for Aspirants by N. Sri Ram
5.00
Inspirational excerpts from the notes and writings of the fifth
President of the Theosophical Society. Themes include Selfrealization, Truth, Wisdom, Love, Unity, Individuality, Freedom,
Humility and Simplicity; pp. 165, 12 x 18 cm

13.00

Unlocking the Door by John Algeo
5.00
Studies in The Key to Theosophy, H. P. Blavatsky’s Introduction to
Theosophy and the Theosophical Society by a former international
Vice-President of the TS, who presents a modern approach to the
teachings of the Ancient Wisdom; pp. 192, 12.5 x 18 cm

13.00

The Chakras by C. W. Leadbeater
8.00
A classic in its field, originally published in 1927, this book describes
a clairvoyant’s research into the nature and function of the chakras,
subtle centres that serve as links between the physical, psychic and
spiritual states of consciousness; pp. 132, 14 x 22 cm

16.00

Foundations of Esoteric Philosophy Compiled by Ianthe Hoskins
5.00
This compilation of key ideas from The Secret Doctrine and Isis
Unveiled, by H. P. Blavatsky, represents the best short sharp
education in esoteric metaphysics that you are likely to find. Includes
brief introductory notes by the compiler – a lifetime student of
Esoteric Philosophy; pp. 85, 12 x 18 cm

8.00

The Secret Doctrine by H. P. Blavatsky

Out
of
Abridged and Annotated by Michael Gomes Madame Blavatsky’s stock
masterpiece of occult philosophy is now scaled down to its
essentials, providing the most readable, accessible experience ever
of modern history’s seminal work of esoterica. pp. 255, 15 x 23 cm

Isis Unveiled by H. P. Blavatsky

18.50

26.50

40.00

53.00

Esoteric Instructions by H. P. Blavatsky
20.00
This book contains the instructions written by Madame Blavatsky to
her esoteric students at the end of her life. They are in-depth
teachings about the inner constitution of the human being, the
mystery of the mind and the correlations between us, the planets and
other aspects of Nature. pp. 356, 12 x 18 cm.

28.00

Secrets of the Ancient Wisdom Tradition, Madame Blavatsky’ First
Work - A New Abridgement for Today by Michael Gomes
An exploration of the mysteries of ancient and modern science and
theology. pp. 274, 15 x 23 cm
The Secret Doctrine Würzburg Manuscript
by H. P. Blavatsky
This is the early manuscript of The Secret Doctrine, written in 1885
and 1886. It contains unrevised translations of the stanzas from the
“Book of Dzyan” as well as material that was later published as
“Volume 3” of The Secret Doctrine. pp. 380, 15 x 23 cm.

The Science of Yoga by I. K. Taimni

20.00

33.00

Patañjali’s Yoga-sutrā-s is considered to be the most authoritative
treatise on Yoga. This book is a comprehensive work giving the text
of the Yoga-sutrā in Sanskrit, transliteration in Roman, followed by
a translation and commentary. It covers the field of evolution, the
unfoldment of consciousness and the practical approach to a
spiritual way of life. pp. 448, 14 x 22 cm.

Śakti and Śākta by Sir John Woodroffe

Out
of
One of most widely recognized scholar in his field presents the main stock
principles of Tantra Śāstra, including Śākti or Creative Power, CitŚākti or the Consciousness Aspect of the Universe, and Maya-Śākti,
the Psycho-Physical Aspect of the Universe, among others. It also
deals with Kundalini-Śākti. pp. 467, 18 x 24 cm.

Viveka-cūdāmani or Crest-Jewel of Wisdom
by Śri Śamkarācārya

10.00

18.00

10.00

18.00

One of the important texts in the Advaita Vedanta tradition, this book
is a lucid and profound exposition about the need to discern between
the vehicles of consciousness (upādhi-s) and pure Consciousness
itself – ātman. It is certainly a book for those interested in SelfKnowledge. pp. 228, 12 x 18 cm.
N. Sri Ram: A Life of Beneficence and Wisdom
by Pedro Oliveira
A short biography of the fifth President of the Theosophical Society,
who touched many hearts and minds with his writings and with his
gentle, wise and self-effacing nature. It includes a number of
photographs as well as tributes by those who knew and worked with
him. pp. 223, 12 x 18 cm.
A Guide to Work in the Theosophical Society
by Hugh Shearman
This book covers all aspects of the work of the Sections, Lodges and
Branches of the Theosophical Society, the maintenance and running
of their premises, libraries, book sales, propaganda material and the
organization of talks and lectures.
pp. 164, 14 x 21 cm.

10.00

18.00

Intelligence Came First Edited by E. Lester Smith

15.00

23.00

15.00

23.00

10.00

18.00

10.00

12.00

“This is a remarkable book”, said the Chicago Daily News. “It
indicates that a new synthesis is in the works, which if understood
by many people might restore the confidence of our whole
civilization.” Contents include Intelligence, Brain, and Computer;
Origin of Life on Earth; and Genetics and Evolution.
pp. 221, 13 x 21 cm.
Ancient Wisdom – Modern Insight by Shirley Nicholson
In this book the author explores the parallels between the core
teachings in H. P. Blavatsky’s The Secret Doctrine and the insights
from contemporary thought, particularly science. Contents include
the Many-Faceted One; the One Unfolding and Human Nature and
the Human Journey. pp. 198, 14 x 21 cm.

Life – Your Great Adventure by Eunice and Felix Layton
This popular book explores some of life’s enduring questions: Is
there some meaning to existence? Is there life after death? Will we
live again? How can we find inner peace? It includes chapters on
the Three Paths, a Greater Perspective, Reincarnation – An Ancient
and Modern Idea, Our Inner Nature, The Power of Thought and
more. pp. 178, 13 x 22 cm.
Meditation – a practical study (with exercises)
by Adelaide Gardner
This book has been used by tens of thousands of individuals and has
received numerous tributes. It is recommended as a fine guideline to
proper meditative procedures. Besides including a useful historical
background on the subject it presents, in clear language, the stages
of concentration, meditation and contemplation. pp. 116, 11 x 18 cm.
Light on the Path (written down by Mabel Collins)
One of the classics of theosophical literature since its publication
in 1885, this book is presented as ‘a treatise written for the personal
use of those who are ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom and who
desire to enter within its influence. It contains profound precepts
for those who are interested in living the spiritual life and thread
the path of Self-Knowledge. pp. 81, 11 x 14 cm.

4.00

6.00

Occultism, Semi-Occultism and Pseudo-Occultism
by Annie Besant

3.00

5.00

Occultism is not the practice of magic and the occult arts. It is not
an intellectual view of spiritual reality and the path to it. True
Occultism is the study of the Divine Mind working in the universe.
A clear exposition is given here of the nature of Occultism by one
who was herself a distinguished occultist.
pp. 36, 12 x 18 cm.
Consciousness, Its Nature and Action
by N. Sri Ram

Out
of
stock

‘Consciousness can be limited or extensive, superficial or deep,
partial or total. But most of us are ignorant of its real capacity. We
do not notice the beauty of a cloud or the movement of a leaf or bird
and many other things. An artist is needed to paint a picture and
point out the beauty.’ This is an in-depth study of the nature of
consciousness. pp. 28, 12 X 18 cm.
Apocalypse and Initiation by Daisy E. Grove

Out
of
This book is a study of the symbolism of Apocalypse, a concept that stock
remained an enigma to religious orthodoxy. The author explores
the teachings of the Gnostic Tradition and of the Mystery Schools
and points to the initiatory motifs behind Apocalypse. The
presentation ends with a description of the symbolic marriage in
the Mystery rites, which is a symbol of the union of the Soul and
the Spirit. pp. 131, 14 x 21 cm.

Man and the Universe – A Quest by A. R. Bakshi

Out
of
The material for this study of cosmology and anthropogeny is stock
scattered through the scriptures of oriental religions and
philosophies. This book presents some of the main principles of
occult teaching to the ordinary reader and also supplies the serious
student with sufficient material for original study with many
references to The Secret Doctrine. pp. 136, 14 X 21 cm.

Supplement to Brahmavidyā – The Adyar Library Bulletin 2013
This issue commemorates the 125th Year of the Publication of The
Secret Doctrine by H. P. Blavatsky. Contains articles by Radha
Burneir, Joy Mills, John Algeo, Dara Eklund, William Doss
McDavid, Shirley Nicholson, Pablo Sender, David Reigle, Chris
Bartzokas, Hardey Tordoff and others. pp. 201, 14 X 21 cm.

15.00

23.00

Special issue of The Theosophist, October-November 2014

10.00

15.00

10.00

23.00

‘We have called “consciousness turned inward’ by the name of life, 10.00
and ‘life turned outwards’ by the name of consciousness. In this
book, which the author calls ‘a contribution to the science of
psychology, we find a profound study of the nature and functioning
of consciousness from a Theosophical perspective.
pp. 347, 12 x 18 cm

18.00

This special issue of the magazine was brought out in memory of
Radha Burnier (1923-2013) who was the International President
of the Theosophical Society from 1980 until 2013. Contributors
include Tim Boyd, Surendra Narayan, Joy Mills, Linda Oliveira,
Chittaranjan Satapathy, Marja Artamaa, Antonio Girardi, Satish
Inamdar, John Algeo, Tran-Thi-Kim-Dieu, S. D. Inbaraj and many
others. pp. 128, 18 x 24 cm
An Autobiography by Annie Besant
In this book Annie Besant describes her personal quest for Truth
from a pious Christian, English woman who went on to become
one of the most outstanding activists and social reformers of her
day. From her solitary discovery of her power of eloquence to the
Match Girls strike, through a dangerous push for family planning
in conservative England, hers is nothing but an exhilarating
journey. pp. 322 (hard cover), 15 x 22 cm
A Study in Consciousness by Annie Besant

Is Theosophy a Religion? By H. P. Blavatsky
Originally published in 1888, in this essay H. P. Blavatsky
presents an overview of different religious traditions while
affirming, contrary to the prevailing belief at that time, that
Theosophy is not a religion, and pointing out that true religion is
‘that which binds not only all men, but also all Beings and all 4.00
things in the entire universe into one grand whole’.
pp. 48, 11 x 13.5 cm

5.00

Self-Culture in the light of the Ancient Wisdom by I. K. Taimni

10.00

18.00

10.00

18.00

6.00

9.00

In this book the author presents Self-Culture as the ageless
science of self-development and self-transcendence that leads to
a complete unity with the One Life, the basis of every manifestation
on earth. Chapters include Theosophical Basis of Self-Culture,
Self-Discipline and Self-Culture, Self-Discovery and SelfRealization.
pp. 304, 14 x 21 cm.
Gāyatrī – The Daily Religious Practice of the Hindus by I. K. Taimni
This book is a serious, useful and informed presentation on one of
the central mantra-s of the Vedic tradition, which has been at the
very core of the spiritual practice of millions of Hindus for several
millennia. Contents include, among others, Nature of Gayatri,
Mantra Yoga, the Gayatry Mantra, Nature of Preparation and
Meditation.
pp. 225, 12 x 18 cm.
Thought Power – Its Control and Culture by Annie Besant
Now a classic in its field, this book presents, in clear and simple
language, the nature of thought, how thought creates illusion, the
nature of memory, the growth of thought through concentration
and how we can learn to help others by thought.
pp. 138, 12 x 18 cm.

